INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF LIGHT 2015

School: LICEO CLASSICO-SCIENTIFICO
“DON CARLO LA MURA” ANGRI (SA)
ITALIA
In the south of Italy, Campania shows many beautiful landscapes: from the islands in the Bay of Naples, to the Sorrentine Peninsula and the Amalfi Coast, from Cilento to the ancient ruins of Pompeii, making up together a truly unique region. Wherever you go, you can taste genuine local dishes and wines, prepared according to tradition.
Our locality / environment

Angri, in the province of Salerno, is 25 Km far from Salerno. Angri is famous for the tomato canning industry, Doria Castle and gardens in the town center.
Our school

It is a high school specialized in classical and scientific studies.
The headmaster is Mr Filippo Toriello.
The number of students enrolled is about one thousand, their ages range from 14 to 19 years and there are 66 teachers.
UNESCO ACTIVITIES 2014 - 2015

To commemorate International Day of Peace 2014, students of Liceo Scientifico Don Carlo La Mura in Angri, Italia, wrote a poem in honour of Nelson Mandela. Che uomo, Madiba

To celebrate the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty 2014, and to raise awareness on the causes and consequences of extreme poverty, teachers and students of Liceo Classico-Scientifico in Italy have conducted several activities. For example, students collected various quotations by celebrities on poverty and made a document with them project by Annachiara Ferraioli), while others designed a PDF with pictures and information (project by Sabrina Galizia and Marika Abate). Others again created an awareness-campaign video (project by Maria Nocera) as well as an art installation (project by Angela Desiderio and Viviana Manzo).

To celebrate the Cephalopod Awareness Days the students have presented various works from UNESCO Associated School: IES PEDRA DA AUGA IN GALICIA AND the LICEO REGINA MARGHERITA SALERNO.
A man to remember of
An entire life to not accept what the mankind tried to impose.
You’re the example to overcome, but we need tenacity and courage.
Your dream comes true, the “white” and “black” are allied.
Now you smile on our cheek, and your thought walks by our legs.